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General Instruction:  

▪ The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will not write any answer 

on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

▪ Do not write any answer on the question paper. 

▪ Write in neat and clean handwriting. All questions are compulsory. 

▪ This question paper contains 34 questions. 

▪ Marks are indicated against each question. 

▪ Answers should be brief and to the point. 

▪ Answers to the questions carrying 3 marks may be from 50 to 75 words. 

▪ Answers to the questions carrying 6 marks may be about 200 words. 

▪ Attempt all parts of the questions together. 

 

Q1. Personal objectives are related with satisfying the personal needs of the employees. Management must seek to satisfy  

the diverse needs of the employees like        (1) 

a. Financial needs, giving competitive salary and perks.     b. Social needs, by peer recognition 

c. Higher level needs, by providing opportunities for personal growth and development 

d. All of the above. 

Q2. Which of the following is not an importance of management?        (1) 

a.  Management increases efficiency                                             c.         Management creates a dynamic organisation 

b.  Management helps in achieving individual goals only           d.       Both(a) and (c) 

Q3. Anyone can be called a manager irrespective of the educational qualification possessed." Identify the characteristic of  

the profession that management does not fulfil in the statement being discussed above.     (1) 

a.  Ethical Code of Conduct     b.  Professional Association    c. Restricted Entry   d. Service Motive 

Q4. Which principle of management states that each group having same objectives must have one head and one plan? (1) 

a.  Principle of equity    b. Principle of unity of command c.  Principle of unity of direction d.  Principle of authority and 

responsibility 

Q5. Name the principle of management given by Fayol which when applied would mean that the workers and management 

 both honour their commitments without any prejudice towards one another.       (1) 

a.  Discipline b.  Mental revolution c. Remuneration of employees           d.  Scalar chain 

Q6. The CEO of Radhe Cycles Pvt. Ltd. Mr. Kumar wants to get maximum output from the employees at a competitive cost. On  

the other hand Ramakaant, an employee of the company wants to get the maximum salary while working the least. The  

principle of management given by Fayol being violated by Ramakaant is_________.      (1) 

a.  Remuneration         b. equity         c.  Disciplined    d. subordination of individual interest to general interest 

Q7. Which dimension of business environment is concerned with improvement and innovations, which provides new ways of  

producing goods and services?        (1) 

a.  Technological environment b.  Economic environment 

c.  Legal environment d.  None of the above 
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Q8.  "Trends refer to changes and inclination towards new products and services". This statement describes significant effect of 

which environment on business?      (1) 

a.  Economic environment      b.  Social environment         c.  Political environment                d. None of the above 

Q9. A sanitizer manufacturing company wants to become a market leader. For this purpose the manager follows an activity with 

certain logical steps. The first step suggested by him is to increase profits by at least 30% in the next quarter. What will be the last 

step of the activity being followed by the manager?                                                                                                                                   (1) 

a. Follow-up action   b. Identifying alternative course of action   c. setting objectives   d.  Evaluating alternative courses of 

action  

Q10. Following a pre-decided plan, when circumstances have changed, may not turn out to be in the organisation's interest." The 

limitation of planning being referred to in the above statement is         (1)                                                                                                    

a.  planning does not guarantee success 

b. planning may not work in a dynamic environment 

c.  planning leads to rigidity 

d.  planning is a time consuming process 

Q11. Ritu Kapoor has set up a bakery, 'Bakes and Cakes' in Pune. She receives online orders for cakes from within the city and 

supplies them on the same day. She set a target that she would earn a revenue of 5,00,000 in the first year. She informed her 

employees about the target and asked them to contribute ideas to achieve the same. Ritu Kapoor has performed the first step in 

the process of one of the functions of management. The next step to be performed is         (1) 

a.  identifying alternative courses of action     b. setting objective c.  developing premises   d. follow-up actions 

Q12.  Functional structure of organisation is most suitable        (1) 

a.  in case of diversification of activities  

b.  in case of large organisation 

c.  when high degree of specialisation is required  

d.  All of the above 

Q13. _____________Is the process of dividing work into manageable activities and then grouping the activities which are similar in 

nature.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         (1) 

a.  Coordination.   b. Departmentalisation   c. Organisation Structured         d. Delegation of authority 

 

Q14. _______________ensures that the heads of separate business units in the organisation are responsible for profit or loss of 

their unit and have authority over it.                                                                                                                                                                    (1) 

a. Span of management   b. Divisional structure      c. Functional structured     d. Hierarchy of authority 

Q15. Name the concept which explains the manner in which decision-making responsibilities are divided among hierarchical levels.  

                                                                                 (1) 

a.  Organisational structure b. Span of management           c. Delegation              d. Decentralisation 

Q16. Which of the following statements is correct with reference to 'organising' function of management?                             (1) 

a.  Leads to systematic allocation of jobs and facilitates specialisation. 

b.  Reduces the risk of uncertainty.  

c. Helps in obtaining competent personnel. 

d. Judges accuracy of standards.  

Q17. Match the following          (1) 

                                            Column A                                                                          Column B 

1. The need of social relationship                        a. Allocation of work as per the competence of employees 

2. Departmentalisation                                          b. Creation of Accountability 

3. Assignment of duties                                         c. Grouping of similar tasks 

4. Establishing authority relationship                  d. Avoiding duplication of work and sharing burden 

Q18. Under which of the following external sources of recruitment, a business organisation keeps a database of unsolicited  

applications in their files and such files are re-called to fill current vacant positions.                                                                             (1) 

a. Advertisement b. Casual callers               c.  Campus recruitmentd.None of the above 

Q19. For the purpose of recruiting employees, M/s X Ltd placed a T.V. commercial on a leading channel. This is an example of 

recruitment through        (1) 

a.  advertisement on electronic media                                          c. advertisement on web 

b.  advertisement on print media                                                   d.  None of the above       
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Q20. Recruitment of employees from external sources increases dissatisfaction among the present employees as their chances 

of__________________________ are reduced.                                                                                                                                       (1) 

a. Promotion          b. salary increment                      c. Voluntary retirementd.  None of these 

Q21. Alpha Enterprises is a company manufacturing water geysers. The company has a functional structure with four main 

functions production, marketing, finance and human resource. As the demand for the product grew, the company decided to hire 

more employees.Identify the concept which will help the Human Resource Manager in deciding the actual number of persons 

required in each department.                                                                                                                                                                            (3) 

Q22. Suraj works as manager in 'Ignite Ltd'. He has been given the 'Best Employee Award'. The reasons for such award is that he 

has been able to integrate group efforts and has been able to get maximum out of his subordinates by attaining their willing co-

operation. For this, he stimulates and inspires people at work, provides necessary financial and non-financial incentive. He listens 

to his employees and handles conflict.He consults other before communicating. His qualities like initiative, self-confidence and 

being social has helped him to achieve achievement of objectives of the organisation. What function is performed effectively by 

Suraj and Identify the various elements of it.         (3) 

Q23. Which environment describes characteristics of society in which the organisation exists?                                                          (3) 

                                                                          OR 

‘Equal pay for equal work' is an example of which dimension of business environment? 

Q24. State how the management principles are flexible.                                                                                                                               (3) 

                                                                    OR 

Why Principles of management do not provide readymade solution to all managerial decisions.  

Q25. Define planning. Explain the first two steps in the process of planning.                                                                                            (4) 

                                                                    OR 

What are derivative plans and why are they  formulated? 

Q26. Can a large sized organisation be totally centralised or decentralised?                                                                                            (4) 

                                                                             OR 

“Decentralisation is extending delegation to the lowest level”. Comment. 

Q27. Neha runs a factory wherein she manufactures shoes. The business has been doing well she intends to expand by diversifying 

into leather bags as well as western formal wear thereby making her company a complete provider of corporate wear. This will 

enable her to mark her business unit as the one stop for working women. Which type of structure would you recommend for her 

expanded organisation and why?                                                                                                                                                                        (4) 

Q28. Explain the procedure for selection of employees.          (4) 

Q29. Varsha Jain after completing her fashion designing course from Indian Institute of Fashion Technology planned to enter into 

designer clothing venture. She had to address issues like her target customers, channel of distribution to be used, pricing policy 

etc. Identify the type of plan that Varsha Jain needs to develop to provide direction and scope to her organisation in the long run.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                             (4) 

Q30. The marketing manager of AD Ltd, an organisation manufacturing generator, has been asked to achieve a target sale of 100 

generators per day. He delegates the task to 15 sales managers and 5 subordinates working under him. Identify the concept used 

in the case and state some of its importance.     (4) 

Q31. Briefly explain any three of the following techniques of Scientific Management as given byF.W. Taylor:     (6) 

a. Method study 

b. Functional foremanship 

c. Standardization 

d. Differential piece wage system 

                                                                                           OR 

 

Briefly explain any three of the following principles of management given by HenryFayol: 

a. Unity of command 

b.  Equity 

c. Remuneration 

d. Initiative 

Q32. What is meant by organising as a process? Explain any four points highlighting the importance of organizing.                  (6) 

                                                                                       OR 

What is meant by ‘functional structure’ of an organisation? State any four advantages of this type of organisation structure. 
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Q33. The Essar group is looking to step up its global operations by entering the riskier but profitable markets of Africa, eastern 

Europe and the Middle East. In its core business of steel, the Essar group is also looking at a proposal to acquire an integrated 

steel plant in Eastern Europe. The group has also announced its intention of setting up Greenfield steel manufacturing 

operations in Sharjah, Qatar and Iran. It has plans to set up a 50-50 joint venture with state-owned Qatar Steel Company for a 

1.5-million-ton steel plant along with a 1-million-ton steel rolling plant on the outskirts of Sharjah and another ton per annum 

steel plant in Iran, according to a recent Essar newsletter. Even the Indonesia branch of Essar, where the group runs a cold-

rolling complex, is expected to look for Merger and Acquisitions (M&A) opportunities in the region. Explain how can Essar group 

benefit from planning.                                                         (6) 

Q34. A recent rate cut in the interest on loans announced by the banks encouraged Amit, a science student of Progressive School 

to take a loan from State Bank of India to experiment and develop cars to be powered by fuel produced from garbage. He 

developed such a car and exhibited it in the Science Fair organised by Directorate of Education. He was awarded first prize for his 

invention. Identify and explain the dimensions of business environment discussed in the above case.                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                            (6) 
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